CAS Associates and Fellows: 2019-20

Associates:

Dolores Albarracin, Psychology and Business Administration
Steven Bradlow, Mathematics
Marcelo Bucheli, Business Administration
David Cahill, Materials Science & Engineering
Aida El-Khadra, Physics
Christopher Freeburg, English
Charles Gammie, Astronomy and Physics
Vera Mikyoung Hur, Mathematics
Fatima Husain, Speech and Hearing Science
Lilya Kaganovsky, Comparative & World Literature and Slavic Languages & Literatures
Anke Pinkert, Germanic Languages
Gilberto Rosas, Anthropology and Latina/o Studies
Alex Shakar, English

Fellows:

*Jefferson Chan, Chemistry
*Michael Dann, Religious Studies
*y Ying Diao, Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
Citlali Lopez-Ortiz, Kinesiology & Community Health
Benjamin Marx, Economics
*Naveen Naidu Narisetty, Statistics
Julia “Jessie” Shelton, Physics

* Denotes CAS Beckman Fellow